a programme of artist talks

Abingdon Studios in partnership with the Grundy Art
Gallery, LeftCoast and Blackpool School of Arts
presented a programme of artist talks, exploring
practice before, during and after...
Blackpool as a destination has experienced closure, its
work/leisure balance disturbed. Venues and
organisations have had their public programmes
impacted and altered.

a programme of artist talks

So, in the meanwhile, we have collectively invited four
guest artist speakers to share their work in whatever
way they see fit. Supporting these artists with time,
space and money to share their current practice. A final
Research Webinar enabled an additional group of
practitioners to share with the growing Meanwhile…
audience. Simultaneously, the programme afforded
people a schedule to engage with artists, and a
consistent date and time, becoming a home from home
comfort for many.
Although each partner has a distinct oeuvre to date, the
commonality between each is that of conversation. We
each have a desire to stay and remain connected,
through the promotion and support of artists, and to
help each other explore solutions to understand the
world through a new lens and multitude of perspectives.
This zine is the culmination of the Meanwhile… talks
programme and presents materials, notes and imagery
gathered from each event.

Top: Attendees holding up their house plants and
focussing on breathing; Bottom: installation view of
Frances Disley’s Pattern Buffer, Bluecoat, Liverpool

Left: Frances Disley’s desktop, showing the LCARS
operating system as seen in Star Trek; Right: Installation
views of Frances Disley’s Pattern Buffer, Bluecoat, Liverpool

Organisational Diagrams for Everyday Life, The Third Bedroom
Residency with LeftCoast and communities within Hawes Side,
Blackpool, 2019; Right: Image taken at Jo Jo’s Barbers

Organisational Diagrams for Everyday Life, The Third Bedroom
Residency with LeftCoast and communities within Hawes Side,
Blackpool, 2019

Flowchart template used as part of Meanwhile… and
contributions from participants

Left (top): A ladder of Citizen Participation, Arnstein, 1969;
Left (bottom) Peet restoration in Pendle, In-Situ; Right:
screenshot from Kerry Morrison’s presentation

H is for HISTORIES – ‘Histories’ referring to social, cultural and political
contexts, as well as personal histories, which people bring to these
projects, sharing them within collaborative working processes.
A is for AGENDA – Agendas as a foundation of discussion leading to
an agreed way of working. To provide structure and clarity, even if that is
about working in an unstructured way. Agenda as a means to engage
and initiate transparently and with clear respect.
B is for BREADTH and BENEFICIAL – ‘Breadth’ refers to the idea that
the communities the communities involved in socially engaged practice
are wide-ranging; ‘beneficial’ in the hope that participants, as well as
wider communities, take something positive from involvement in socially
engaged practice.
C is for COMMONLY CONTROVERSIAL CONTRIBUTIONS, connect,
chance, conversation, challenge, controversy, collaborative, cheesy,
celebrate, communicate, community, choice.
D is for DIALOGUE, doing with, developing, debate, diversity,
demographic.
E is for EXCHANGE and ENVIRONMENT, everyone, euphoria,
evaluate, education – The spaces we inhabit are intrinsic to socially
engaged practice.
F is for FACILITATING and FUTURE – In this instance ‘facilitating’
describes setting up a space and atmosphere that enables collaboration,
rather than a directorial shaping of a project by an artist. ‘Future’ refers
to the idea that socially engaged practice is often future-looking, and
about developing future aspirations for people involved in the project, as
well as wider communities.
G is for GENEROUS – Generous with thoughts, generous with time,
generous with experience, generous with sharing ideas and learning
from others; generous with energy.

I is for Improvisation – Not knowing what the outcome might be,
improvising is a core component. There should be no script; people will
work things out as they go along. They will improvise. Improvising is the
only way. Improvisation involves ‘working with’ and not knowing what the
outcome will be.
J is for JOIN – Join thinking, cultures, experiences and people together.
Join in debate and discussion. To join and or connect. To join one’s own
thoughts. To join and or enable connectivity.
K is for KNOWLEDGE, kids, kitchen table.
L is for LOCAL – Local and or in proximity to people, knowledge,
experience and insight. To build collaborative and co-authorship space/s
to engage in.
M is for MONEY – Money links to funding and the means to do
something. Money is needed to pay the experts involved: the producers,
the artists, and other professionals involved in enabling socially engaged
work. Who [else] gets paid in co-created and participatory practice?
N is for NOWADAYS, need (leading to debate), necessary, new,
networks, neighbourhoods, now, new – Socially engaged practice is
contemporary, about what is going on now.
O is for OWNERSHIP – Ownership of thought and one’s contribution to
the world. A responsibility to own what you say and therefore take
responsibility to be mindful about your environment and voice. Ownership
of artistic property and or moral and ethical rights around a collective
artwork, or otherwise as agreed in an agenda. To own a decision to
challenge and strive for more, building on confidence and purpose.

P is for POWER and POSITION – The term ‘Power’ aims to
problematise socially engaged practice, as much as define it; the word
‘power’ presents important questions to ask at the beginning of any
socially engaged project: who has the power and how are the positions of
power within a project determined?
Q is for Questions – ‘Questions’ refers to Kerry Morrison’s socially
engaged methods and projects starting with questions, as well as working
through uncertainty and not having a predetermined outcome but allowing
a process of questioning within the group to shape and direct the project.
R is for Reality – The reality [of SEA] is often different to the expected
(connected to unreal expectations). Finding a mutual understanding of the
reality. Negotiating the reality of situations.

X is for X-RAY – X-ray as a metaphor: looking within; cut through to the
bone; a transparent process; making the unseen visible; bringing things
to light.
Y is for YOU – socially engaged practice is often about finding out about
people, and the idea of bringing yourself to a collaborative environment.
Z is for ZOOM – We all do it now. We have to. We have adapted [in
COVID-19 lockdown] by connecting with Zoom. In some cases [for
example, talks and conferences] Zoom is more accessible as it reduces
financial costs: travel and overnight accommodation cost; and it enables
people to attend who may not be able to travel to events. We are
adapting to life with Zoom. Zoom is going to add to the mix of socially
engaged practice methods. It will add another layer to the practice.

S is for SOCIETY, site, social distancing, social inclusion.
T is for TIME – The amount of time it takes to deliver a progressive and
[authentic] engaged approach. Many projects are [unrealistically] time
limited. Time is a sweet luxury [granted in lockdown for some]. Time =
money (projects allowing for more time to engage cost more money).
U is for UNITE – Uniting beyond barriers and being exploratory together.
Empowering and strengthening, understanding of collective power and
energy. Unite with purpose even if simply to be social. Unite disparaging
views safely. To unite ideas and find commonality.
V is for VALUE – To know one’s value and see value in people’s
creativity and potential. To value the environment and the experience an
encounter affords us. To value shared learning and growth. To expect a
value for your knowledge, services, contributions. To value 'soft' skills as
more.
W is for WATCHING and WELCOMING, working – ‘watching’ because it
is vital to watch what is going on, observe, and respond to it.
Left-Right: A-Z of the Lexicon for Socially Engaged Practice, co-authored
by Meanwhile… participants; Bottom: Scrabble tiles documenting letters
assigned to each break out group

Left: Statue, Gabriele De Santis; Santo Talone, Louise
Giovanelli, Frutta Gallery, Rome; Centre (bottom): Painting as
a well meaning intervention, in response to Ghent Altarpiece
by Hubert van Eyck and Jan van Eyck; Right (top): Louise in
residence at Cove Park, west coast, Scotland; Right (bottom):
In Conversation, Louise Giovanelli, publication

Left (top): Zoom screen shot from Louise Giovenelli’s
talk, Louise Giovanelli, Garth Gratrix and Paulette
Terry Brien (pictured); Centre: Untitled, 2016;
Right: Mould, oil on canvas, 2016

Screenshot of Speaking My Language: a critique without words, digital workshop
delivered as part of SQUEEZE IT!, in association with Edinburgh College of Art, 2020

Documentation of Ocean Farini’s Front Door, 2018 as
part of Real Estate, LeftCoast, 2018-2020

Tina Dempsey visiting artist Candice Swallow from the
Langdale Centre, during lockdown 2020, image taken
by Matt Wilkinson; Conversations Series II-Other
Transmissions, Grundy Art Gallery, March 2020

Screenshot from Rubbia Ullah’s Meanwhile… Research
Webinar presentation, image depicting Postcards from Home,
Amber Akaunu, 2020, in association with Grundy Art Gallery

Screenshot of first slide of Ellie Barrett’s
Meanwhile… Research Webinar presentation, 2020;
artwork (pictured) Explain Things to Me, Subsidiary
Projects, 2020

Screenshot of Case Study slide in Lisa Kelly’s
Meanwhile… Research Webinar Presentation

Screenshot of Garth Gratrix’s presentation for Meanwhile…
Research Webinar; Triangle in ‘Shy Girl’ paint colour, text
extracted from presentation

Ann Carragher’s contribution to Proximity Collective
publication, 2019; Ambivalence Border Zone diagram,
Molinia, Tapia-Villanueva and Fossa, 2017

Partners:
www.abingdonstudios.co.uk
www.blackpool.ac.uk/school-of-arts
www.grundyartgallery.com
www.leftcoast.org.uk

Speakers:
www.elliebarrett.com
www.anncarragher.com
www.tinadempsey.co.uk
www.josephdoubtfire.com
www.traceyeastham.co.uk
www.garthgratrix.com
www.laura-jamieson.com
www.sophiepurchase.co.uk
www.rubbiaullah.com

